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CUSTOMER CHALLENGE
One of the world's largest ﬁnancial ins�tu�ons runs six data centers with thousands of servers in each, using
VMWare infrastructure where the resource u�liza�on rate was rela�vely low. The client had a disparity of
infrastructure agility, leading to a one-size-ﬁts-all opera�onal model which was not enough to accommodate all
their digital business needs. Signiﬁcant cost and resources were invested to maintain the opera�onal model, which
resulted in a lack of resource management for business solu�ons. To address these challenges, the client wanted
to build a hybrid cloud and deploy each applica�on in its ideal environment while crea�ng a seamless experience
between public and private infrastructure.

NAVITAS SOLUTION
Navitas fully analyzed the client's applica�on and workloads, data gravity, security, compliance with regula�ons,
cost management, and the need for organiza�onal change. Our cloud enablement team developed a strategy to
implement a hybrid cloud solu�on with service based on cloud-na�ve constructs and Kubernetes supported by a
container management ecosystem. The service was built in SDI (So�ware Deﬁned Infrastructure) based HCI
(Hyper-Converged Infrastructure) solu�on. We integrated this private infrastructure with AWS to support cloud
burs�ng capability and created an enterprise-ready hybrid cloud.
We used various approaches and accelerators throughout the project to quickly migrate legacy applica�ons under
predeﬁned standards. We implemented a self-service cloud management portal to abstract dependencies and
address applica�on onboarding prerequisites. We used a security governance framework using automa�on
scripts, automated infrastructure provisioning, and a migra�on factory methodology. This enabled the assessment
and migra�on of more than 20 applica�ons in the ﬁrst 6 months. Our team captured the engagement-speciﬁc
lessons learned in an opera�onal runbook and a guidance document for future reference.
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